Pennsylvania Harassment Lawyer
Harassment is a serious crime as considered by the Pennsylvania State authorities. It indicates a
pattern of behavior that involves the alleged accused feeling emotionally stressed and in danger by
the defendant. The activities could range anywhere from making the wrong kind of communication
to real physical threats or keeping constant overpowering contact with the victim. The
Pennsylvania State does not have a separate law section related to harassment but puts it under the
hate crime section.
Now, the circumstances under which a person gets charged with harassment are quite a diverse
and complex grey area. It can range from several situations, some of which may sound not so illegal
to you, but actually, it is. If you are getting charged by any person for harassment crimes, it is best to
get hold of a good Pittsburgh domestic violence lawyer. He will be able to guide you on the steps
that you should take next with your case and keep yourself safe from unwanted punishments and
penalties.
We at Scioscia Law have compiled all the important information regarding the harassment crime
and how a good lawyer can guide you.
What is Harassment Crime?
Under Pennsylvania law, harassment is defined through the under-mentioned acts.
When any person commits activities against the victim intending to harm, alarm, or annoy them, it
will be considered harassment. The following acts are known as harassment crimes






Kicks, shoves, strikes, or subjecting the victim to any grave physical harm or threatening to
cause harm,
Following the victim to any of his or her private spaces,
Repeatedly committing activities and conduct that have no legitimate purpose,
Communication with the victim party is mostly in a lewd, threatening, or lascivious way
(may contain the use of threatening drawings, caricatures, or language, etc.),
Community with the alleged victim with different identities or phone numbers,
Communicating and engaging in odd-hour phone calls, despite being asked not to, etc.

If you have been charged with something similar, get in touch with a professional Pittsburgh
domestic violence lawyer. These sorts of harassment cases are not to be taken less seriously, as
they may land you in a lot of legal trouble.
Penalties for Harassment Crimes in Pennsylvania
Usually, for harassment crimes, you may get charged with summary offenses or third-degree
misdemeanor charges.
Summary Offenses
The alleged accused gets charged with 90 days of jail time serving and penalties up to $300.
Third-degree Misdemeanor
The alleged accused gets charged with a year of full jail time serving and penalization up to $2000.

If in any case you are found guilty of violating a PFA order in this situation, the penalties and
punishments for harassment will increase by one grade. The degree of punishment will get decided
based on the severity of the situation.
Get the Right Lawyer for Help
The key to presenting a good defense in such cases is having a trusted Pittsburgh domestic
violence lawyer like Joseph Scioscia by your side. He has great experience in dealing with
harassment cases and demolishing any kind of punishment and penalty levied by the state. With the
help of this strong defense lawyer, you can make sure that your story is presented in an honest and
just way. Call anytime at 412-506-9712 for solving queries or booking his services now!

